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introduction
AS ONE of the world’s
leading drinks trade
publication, the drinks
business is at the forefront of
what happens in the industry
by reacting to the latest
developments and trends, as
well as providing analysis,
debate and unbiased
opinion.

Like the drinks industry
itself, the drinks business

strives to innovate
and bring new,
exciting ideas and
services to our
readers. In 2013 it
will continue to
increase the
European and
international
relevance of our
editorial
coverage, and
keep our readers

better informed via the web.

The drinks business daily e-
newsletters continue to grow
in importance and over
14,000 members of the drinks
trade worldwide receive our
daily newsletters. These
contain original and
engaging stories sourced by
our full time team of writers
and a range of journalists
from across the world. 

The drinks business’s annual
programme of  awards,
designed to reward inventive
drinks design and marketing
as well as excellence in
management and company
development, will continue
to develop its scope and
importance. The drinks
business stages the trade’s

only Green Awards for
environmental initiatives in
drinks. 

Our sister publication, The
Spirits Business is the only
international trade title solely
dedicated to spirits trade.
With its increased
recognition, The Spirits
Business is now published
eleven times per year,
including The Vodka
Yearbook and The Brand
Champions, the most
comprehensive listing of the
world’s most powerful
spirits brands.

The Spirits Business stages
the highly popular Spirits
Masters series. The success of
this initiative has been
extended to wine, with the
Champagne Masters and the
Rioja Masters. Over the
course of 2013 there will be
further competitions under
the Masters programme.

The drinks business and The
Spirits Business deliver to our
readers greater insight into
the business and commercial
trends in the drinks industry
and, with our reports and
attendance at all the
international fairs, the drinks
business team is dedicated to
making sure that as a reader
you are well ahead of the
field and in touch with what
is really happening.

Anthony Hawser
Publisher
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The drinks business is a monthly,
high-quality b2b publication that
covers business and management
issues in the wine and spirits
industry. 

Our international business focus
makes it an indispensible read for
those involved in the drinks
sector on a day-to-day basis. 

The drinks business profiles major
trends throughout the alcoholic
drinks industry, from finance and
business news to marketing and
PR, as well as consumer trends
and on- and off-trade focuses. 

We speak directly to buyers and
professionals who influence
buying decisions, as well as
importers and their exporting
partners worldwide, making the
drinks business an essential read
for retailers, importers,
wholesalers and related service
industries and on-trade
professionals. 

The drinks business covers all
international issues and
developments pertinent to
commercial and management
aspects of the drinks industry, as
well as practical features that keep
managers and decision makers
informed, helping them to
advance their companies and their
careers, and construct winning
strategies.

Each month we include in-depth
news analysis, business news and
opinion, as well as detailed
country and category analysis.
Additionally, we report on retail
trends, PR and marketing moves
and spends, with original and
exclusive statistics, company
retrospectives, major personality
and company profiles and much,
much more (see our features list). 

The magazine is also
complimented by
www.thedrinksbusiness.com
online, which, with a daily
newsletter and breaking stories,
which receives 1,000,000 page
views a month, read by 240,000
people from over 184 countries. It
is a major forum for discussion
amongst industry professionals,
covering everything from news
stories to top industry jobs on the
market. 

We have also launched a series
of Masters tasting competitions,
where specific regions or styles
are tasted blind by a panel of
industry experts and awarded
medals according to their
individual merit. To date, these
include The Champagne Masters,
now in its third year, and The
Rioja Masters. For

more information on events, go to
our Events page. 

The drinks business has a print
circulation of up to 15,000 – and a
readership of 45,000 –key
industry figures: CEOs, MDs,
directors, buyers, marketing and
PR managers and leading
restaurateurs. Taking into account
While the core readership is from
Europe, our magazine is
subscribed to by top producers
and drinks professionals
worldwide.

Geographically the magazine
has a distribution split between
the UK; key markets in mainland
Europe, such as Germany,
Scandinavia, Benelux, France,
Spain and Italy; the USA; the Far
East; and major exporting nations
such as Australia, South Africa,
New Zealand, Chile and
Argentina. 

Our circulation and reader
survey is updated annually and
independently audited. 
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WHAT’S ON DB.COM

INNOVATION TAKES THE
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TEQUILA
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CALIFORNIA

A QUESTION 
OF TASTE

HOW MUCH LONGER CAN THE CRAZE

FOR BIZARRE VODKA FLAVOURS LAST?

editorial & circulation

AS WELL as being the centre of the wine

business for the Asian region, Hong Kong

is also a hotbed of winemaking and

marketing innovation.

The 8th Estate Winery, located in the

warehouse precinct of Aberdeen, on the

southern edge of Hong Kong island, is

building a name for itself as the city

state’s first winery.

Its winemaking approach is unique:

vintners travel the world to source the

best grapes from each region – Shiraz and

Grenache from McLaren Vale in Australia,

Merlot and Cabernet Franc from

Bordeaux, Sangiovese from Tuscany and

Nebbiolo from Piedmont in Italy.

Grapes are flash frozen straight after

being harvested before being shipped to

Hong Kong. 

Lysanne Tusar, the winery’s director and

chief marketing officer, said flash freezing

preserved grapes at their peak condition.

The frozen grapes thaw at the winery as

a flying winemaker arrives from the same

region as the grapes. Production begins

as it would in any boutique winery in the

world, and the wine then ages in French

and American oak barriques.

“Our concept is simple,” says Tusar,

a Canadian, “source the best ingredients

and make the best wine. We have done

this by creating something no one else has

in Asia – a fully functional urban winery.

“By importing international wine making

talent along with exceptional grapes, our

formula produces spectacular wine,” she

outlines.

Tusar says each barrel is monitored and

blended by the master vintner. “Our

limited production volumes ensure that

the wines receive individual attention.”

To date, the 8th Estate Winery has only

entered four wines in shows and all have

won medals. The 2010 Shiraz won a

bronze at last year’s Cathay Pacific Hong

Kong International Wine & Spirit

Competition. The 2010 Viognier won

silver at last year’s Shanghai International

Wine Challenge, the 2010 Grenache got a

bronze at the same event, where the 2010

Shiraz Viognier garnered a silver medal.

85

�

84

Tusar has been appointed an

ambassador for InvestHK, the investment

arm of the Hong Kong government. She

also sits on the academic committee for

the MBA in wine marketing launched by

the University of Hong Kong – the first in

the region.

The winery also has 4,000 square feet of

venue space, including an outdoor terrace

overlooking the ocean. In crowded Hong

Kong this amount of space is rare and the

8th Estate uses it for cocktail receptions,

banquets and wine tasting events.

FROZEN ASSETS

Eddie McDougall, known as Hong Kong’s

flying winemaker, made the 2010 Shiraz at

the 8th Estate Winery. He believes frozen

grapes can make good wine.

“Great restaurants like

Robuchon serve meat that has

been snap frozen overseas and

brought into Hong Kong,” he

observes. “The food the

restaurant creates is still

wonderful. I think the 

same thing applies with 

frozen grapes.”
FROZEN

assets
In Hong Kong, some entrepreneurs have tuned into the city’s burgeoning

interest in wine by making it in the metropolis itself, flying in frozen grapes,

must – and winemakers, writes Stephen Quinn

We have done this by

creating something no one else

has in Asia – a fully functional

urban winery

� 8th Estate Winery is blazing a trail

for Hong Kong’s own winemaking

scene, flying in frozen grapes and

winemakers from around the

world.

� So far the company’s Hong Kong

wines have proved successful in a

number of international wine

competitions.

� Hong Kong-based winemaker

Eddie McDougall aims to

demystify winemaking by hosting

classes and displaying equipment

at his Flying Winemaker shop.

� At the Must Custom Winery, it is

must rather than frozen grapes

which are imported, before each

wine is customised to fit the taste

of individual customers.

Feature findings

hk w inemak ing



EXHIBITIONS 2013
the drinks business
attends and exhibits at many
of the major international
exhibitions. Contact us to
find out details of our stand,
events or meeting
opportunities by emailing:
info@thedrinksbusiness.com

Prowein 
24-26 March

Vinitaly 
7-10 April

TFWA Asia-Pacific
12-16 May

London International 
Wine Fair  
20-22 May

Vinexpo Bordeaux 
16-20 June

Moscow Bar Show 
24-26 September

TFWA World Exbibition
Cannes  
21-25 October

HKTDC Hong Kong
International Wine &
Spirits Fair 
7-9 November

Services

Retail/off-sales

Wholesale/distributor

Producer/exporter

HORECA/on-trade

Readership

Chairman/chief exec

Director

Manager

Proprietor

HORECA/0n-trade

Job function breakdown

circulation



JANUARY
The Green Issue
Australia Focus
Liqueurs & Mixers
Premium Beers
Exhibition Fever

FEBRUARY
Closures Issue
Italian Regions
Closures & Containers
Argentina
Premium Vodka
Rioja

MARCH
Prowein Issue
Sherry
South Africa
Prosecco
Vodka in Retail
Brown Spirits
New Zealand
Lower Alcohol Wine

APRIL
LIWSF/Distil Preview
Spanish Regions
Austria
Chile Regions
Cider

MAY
LIWF Issue
Power Brands
Bonded Warehousing
Australia
Design
Scotch Whisky

JUNE
Vinexpo Issue
Prestige Champagne
Italy Focus
Premium France
South Africa Focus

JULY
The Ethical Issue
Fair Trade Wines
Portugal & Fortified
Wines
Tequila & Mezcal
Gin
Emerging Brands

AUGUST
The UK Retail Issue
Logistics, Distribution 
& Technology
New Zealand
Corks & Closures
Argentine Regions

SEPTEMBER
Chile Focus
Vodka
Malt Whisky
Premium Australia

OCTOBER
Travel Retail Issue
Champagne Focus
France Regions
South Africa Brands
Port & Douro Wines

NOVEMBER
Awards Issue
White Spirits Focus
Germany
California
Beer Focus

DECEMBER
Luxury Issue
(including Vodka,
Whisky, Cognac,
Brandy & Fine Wine)
Brands
Rum

FEATURES LIST 2013
Throughout the year the drinks business covers
breaking news and provides analysis of topical issues

SUPPLEMENTS

MARCH
Champagne Report

APRIL
Eat. Drink - On Trade

MAY
California Report

JULY
Brands Report

SEPTEMBER
Eat. Drink - On Trade

NOVEMBER
Spanish Report

DECEMBER
IWSC Report
Trends Report

says Wei. “So it is important to train
women to understand and drink
Champagne,”she points out.Yet another area in which Champagne

could easily find itself is in the realm of
gifting – a practice that has boosted wines
such as Lafite.“That’s for sure,” says Thibaut le

Mailloux, director of communications for
the CIVC, “because Champagne
represents success and is often consumed
to celebrate achievements, but its bottles
also have distinctive, festive-looking
packaging. And it is indeed a big
potential market for Champagne.”
Finally, another small way of promoting

Champagne is through high-profile sales
and auctions. At the end of September,
Acker Merrall & Condit held an auction
featuring over 1,000 lots of rare and
extremely fine Champagne that had been
consigned by the New York real estate
investor, Robert Rosania.The extraordinary collection included

cases and bottles of 1911 Moët &

33

� China represents a huge poential
market, even though it currently
lags behind much smallerterritories such as Hong Kong.

� Gifting, female drinkers, theon-trade and high-profile auctions
are all ways to boost Champagne’s
image in the country.� However, unlike in markets such

as Hong Kong and Japan, there
remain doubts about thecompatibility of Champagne with

the Chinese palate, and howquickly the market will grow.
� Japan is a market that should not

be forgotten and still represents the
largest Asian market for prestige
cuvée and rosé styles.

ch ina

�
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CHAMPAGNE’Sgreat  wal l

Is Champagne ever going to scale the barriers of the

Chinese market? Many producers are hopeful – but

pessimistic about whether sparkling wine ultimately has

a place on the country’s palate, writes Rupert Millar

THE STORY told by Champagne sales
figures in Asia is not as it first seems.
On the face of it, statistics from the
Comité Interprofessionnel du Vin de
Champagne (CIVC) show phenomenal
leaps forward over the past year. 15 per
cent in Hong Kong, 19.4 per cent in China
and a whopping 58 per cent in India.
The advance appears relentless – except,
of course, that it’s not.In global volume terms Hong Kong

pips China with 1.4 million bottles of
Champagne to the mainland’s 1.3 million.
They are the category’s 14th and 17th
largest markets respectively. As Wang
Wei, director of the Champagne Bureau in
China notes, if the numbers are
aggregated so that China includes Hong
Kong, then it rises up to 12th place which,
“shows how large the growth potential is
for Champagne in China.”

Indeed it does, but while there may
be space to grow it is still far from certain
whether this will become a reality.
It is telling that Hong Kong is still a

bigger market than the whole of China.
There are two very obvious reasons for
this: one is the tax break in Hong Kong
and the fact that so many merchants have
offices there; the other is that Hong Kong
is much more Westernised. “I consider Hong Kong a different

market altogether,” observesPhilipponnat’s president Charles
Philipponnat. “It’s full of Chinese but
it’s not the same market at all.”

What happens to the Champagne once
it has landed is another question too.
Wei says that a lot of Champagne coming
into Hong Kong will be sent on to
Chinese clients on the mainland, but
others are less sure if this holds true.
Alexis Petits-Gats, marketing director

for Canard-Duchêne, says that while it
may be true for a lot of top Bordeaux,
“we do not believe this to be the case for
Champagne”. Similarly Gosset’s Asia
Pacific export director Frederic Beerens
questions the idea because of the
“complications with documents
demanded by Chinese authorities”.
Nonetheless, Guy de Rivoire,

Bollinger’s export director, does state his
belief that China will overtake Hong
Kong and perhaps sooner than expected,
“as awareness of, and demand for,
Bollinger grows”.

FEMININE FIZZAnd what will stimulate that
growth? Writing for the dbChampagne Report 2011, Gabriel

Suk pointed to Champagne’s
toehold in China’s variousnightclubs, where, just as for the

yuppies of the City of London or
Wall Street and the monieddenizens of the French Riviera, it

is the showoffs’ drink of choice.
De Rivoire agrees that a focus

on the on-trade with theassistance of sommeliers will
help, but the real leverage comes from
women.
Beerens supports this view, arguing that

while a bottle may be brought out to show
off or celebrate, “after the ‘cheers’ and a sip
the men will return to their Cognac.”
Pol Roger’s managing director Patrice

Noyelle reports that the growth in Japan
was driven by women who, like their
female counterparts around the world,
tend to be the ones to make the majority of
domestic decisions.So too in China, “More women are

drinking wines because of the lower
alcohol, while men still drink eau-de-vie,”

Bollinger’s export directorbelieves that China willovertake Hong Kong –perhaps sooner than expected

Feature findings

climates in California that are very good for

Pinot Noir, but they’re very select.”

This shared belief has seen a number of

Californian-based Pinot Noir lovers

head north to pursue their passion, from

the earliest pioneers such as Erath and

Ponzi, to more recent refugees such as

Steve and Carol Girard, who picked

their first harvest at Benton Lane in

1992. Of the “horrible ups and downs of

Oregon Pinot Noir” during the ‘80s,

Steve Girard recalls: “In those days

Oregon wanted to be California so

badly. Everyone wanted to make

Russian River bombs instead of elegant

wines.” Concerned by what he saw as

the “very lean, poor wines” of the time,

Girard chose the southern end of

the Willamette Valley, 60 miles south of

McMinnville, for his own Pinot Noir

project. Although acknowledging that

the northern Willamette Valley “steals

the show,” Girard is convinced of the

merits of his own location, where he

finds “a little
 bit of a warmer climate

means we ripen a week earlier and in

some cases that saves the day for us.”

55

�
A degree of uncertainty persists

within the UK trade about the

precise attributes of Oregon

Pinot Noir.

�
Oregon’s producers themselves

are continuing to refine their

understanding of what distiguishes

their Pinot from examples in other

parts of the world.

�
There are concerns about the

potentially detrimental impact of

valley floor Pinot Noir plantings,

as well as larger scale moves in

California to capitalise on the

variety’s popularity.

�
Oregon’s proudly collaborative

industry has helped to create a

thriving network of cooperative

enterprises and small-scale

downtown wineries. 

oregon

�
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A  CERTAIN

shade of  no i r

Are Oregon’s Pinot Noirs re
ady for their place in the sun, after so long being

overshadowed by big neighbour California, and Burgundy comparisons?

Gabriel Savage spoke to producers quietly working to reassert Oregon’s identity

THE UK trade has no shortage of Pinot

Noir fans, experts even, and yet when it

comes to a region that is demonstrably

one of the most high-quality sources

of this enigmatic, increasingly popular

variety, uncertainty reigns. 

It’s not that the trade dislikes Oregon

Pinot Noir; there just seems to be a degree

of doubt about where to place it in

relation to Burgundy, the acknowledged

master, and popular alternatives from the

likes of New Zealand and California.

In part, this hesitancy is easy to explain:

Oregon’s 395 wineries produce just 15,940

tonnes of Pinot Noir between them, with

even smaller quantities making it outside

the state, never mind all the way to the

UK. Nevertheless, when Oregon Pinot

does stick its head above the parapet,

it can often leave a striking impression.

A trade blind-tasting event organised by

Wines of Germany in London last year

may have seen headlines focus on the

impressive performance by Germany’s

own, even less well-known Pinot Noirs,

but it w
as Oregon’s Antica Terra 2009

which emerged in first place.

So what is it that distinguishes Oregon

Pinot Noir from the growing number of

regions that are currently embracing this

variety? It’s a question Oregon’s own

producers are continuing to ask each

other. “It’s such a nuanced message to tell

the world: we’re not like Burgundy, but

not like the New World – and we don’t

make inexpensive wines,” ponders David

Adelsheim, who established Adelsheim

Vineyards in 1971, making him one of

Oregon’s longest standing producers.

Although many of Oregon’s winemakers

continue to cite Burgundy as a source of

inspiration, Adelsheim, who himself spent

time at the Lycée Viticole in Beaune

during the ‘70s, believes: “Over the last 15

years we’ve finally disabused ourselves

of the idea of making Burgundy.”

WHERE IN THE WORLD?

This acceptance seems inevitable when

you compare the limestone of the Côte

d’Or with the largely volcanic Jory soils

that dominate the Willamette Valley,

home to the vast majority of Oregon’s

wine and especially its Pinot Noir.

Surprisingly similar however, are the

climatic conditions in the two regions.

Although the Willamette Valley’s latitude

on the 45th parallel, compared to Beaune

on the 47th, gives Burgundy longer – but

not necessarily such intense – daylight

hours, average growing season

temperatures are remarkably alike.

However, Oregon’s negligible summer

rainfall and slightly warmer final

ripening temperatures can contribute to

a fruit intensity that, as Adelsheim puts it,

“is not something Burgundy really

cherishes.” That said, there was certainly

something about the Oregon style that

struck a chord with the Burgundian

mindset to such an extent that in the late

1980s, the region received a major boost

to its nascent reputation when

Robert Drouhin established his

own project, Domaine Drouhin,

in the Dundee Hills.

Turning to the New World,

Shea Vineyards’ new Kiwi

winemaker Blair Trathen is well

placed to draw comparisons with

one of New Zealand’s key,

coolest Pinot Noir regions.

“Central Otago has more diurnal

fluctuation,” he finds, noting also the

absence of the volcanic soil found in

Willamette. Central Otago’s cooler

average temperatures bring “frost risk at

the start and end of the growing season,”

whereas on the Willamette slopes, Trathen

finds “frost is fairly rare.”

As for the inevitable Californian

comparison, Russian River may have

provided some inspiration for producers in

the early days, but a growing confidence in

its own identity means the Oregon of today

is more likely to see itself as the antidote to

the warm climate style of its southern

neighbour. As Jason Lett, second

generation winemaker at the

Eyrie Vineyards, the property whose 1975

South Block Reserve first catapulted

Oregon Pinot Noir onto the international

stage, observes: “There are plenty of

Over the last 15 years 

we’ve finally disabused

ourselves of the idea of

making Burgundy

Feature findings
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WHAT WINS wine awards? Why is it
that a wine in one competition can win
with flying colours and then flop in
another? Bottle variation perhaps, or
maybe it was a “root day” if the
biodynamic calendar is to be believed.
Every palate is individual too of course,

and what one judge likes another may
despise. In some ways competitions are
almost personality contests. Just as in life,
the louder, brasher or prettier you are, or
more revealing your clothes are, the more
likely you are to be noticed. “Wallflowers
don’t tend to get the attention,” remarks
wine commentator and author
Robert Joseph.“It’s sad but true,” agrees Decanter

World Wine Awards (DWWA) chairman,
Steven Spurrier.The onslaught of alcohol, glycerol and

tannins, particularly when judging New
World reds such as Malbec and Shiraz,
must be particularly tiring for poor
purple gums and flagging taste buds. 
This is seen by some as a big problem

with awards. Why enter if it’s only the
big, upfront styles that get a look-in?

As Neil McGuigan, CEO of Australian
Vintage, explains with regard to the
reports of increasing numbers of entrants:
“If the figures are to be believed,
obviously the number of wines
competing for the same accolade has
become tougher too, and you have to
make sure that you’re presenting your

53

� There is no definitive answer to
which wins awards as different
factors are considered by panels in
the major competitions.� However, the bigger, oaky styles

are increasingly falling out of
favour in countries such as the UK,
though perhaps less so in the US.

� Similar wines tend to do quite
well in all competitions in most
countries although there aresometimes quite surprisingregional differences.

w ine awards

�
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w ine awards

Are wine awards skewed by tannin-numbed 
palates or entries specifically calculated and

concocted to win competitions? Rupert Millar
puts a magnifying glass up to judging trends 

in the expanding world of wine contests

Feature findings

EYEINGthe compet i t ion

EAT.DRINK
The on-trade report from

OCTOBER 2012
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competitions and events

The drinks business has an exciting range of industry leading competitions and events throughout the year
which are designed to help you connect with the trade at every level with the voice of the drinks industry. 
db is unique in the breadth of areas covered through its internationally acclaimed events series, offering the
opportunity of unrivalled exposure for brands internationally, covering everything from marketing and Green
initiatives to actual product tastings  
The newest addition to the events list is the Masters series where wines of specific styles and from specific
regions are tasted blind by a panel of industry experts, with each wine judged on its individual merit in its
category. 
Coverage of the events will be online, through bespoke newsletters and, of course, in the print magazine.
Our events are designed to help brands: 
• engage face-to-face with our unrivalled audience of leading drinks industry and allied services figures
• spotlight the excellence of products and/or services
• reinforce your green credentials and support your environmental and ethical initiatives
• keep your finger on the pulse of the drinks industry with our ongoing forums, conferences and roundtables
• communicate your brand message through our multi-media communication packages
• partner with us to align your brand with the leading drinks trade media and events

Please note that this list is subject to change over the course of the year. 
All events receive full coverage online and in print. There is also the opportunity to devote an entire bespoke
newsletter or supplement on the issue. Please contact our events team for more information about existing
events, or to discuss another event. 

Marinel FitzSimons – events and marketing manager
marinel@thedrinksbusiness.com
+44 (0) 207 803 2437

David Hennelly – marketing director 
david.hennelly@thedrinksbusiness.com 
+44 (0) 207 803 2448

CALENDAR OF DB EVENTS: 

Event Description

Winemakers’ wine maker - ProWein This event, run in conjunction with the Masters of Wine institute, celebrates one wine maker who has made a
particular difference over the year. 

The Green Awards These awards were designed to recognise the leaders in the industry for all things Green – a growing factor in
many markets that will continue to grow in importance

The Drinks Business Awards at LIWF The DB Awards celebrate the finest individuals, teams and campaigns in the industry for a year of excellence in
their field. 

Lifetime Achievement Award – Vinexpo Bordeaux This is also run with the Masters of Wine Institute, celebrates someone who has made the biggest impact in the
industry to date

Champagne Masters A blind tasting by a panel of industry experts look at Champagnes exclusively to find the best out there

Rioja Masters A blind tasting by a panel of industry experts look at Riojas exclusively to find the best out there

Fortified Masters A blind tasting by a panel of industry experts look at fortifieds – including Port, Sherry and Madeira, to find the
best out there

The Drinks Business Awards 2012 Green Awards 2012




